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Swisslastic to close down covered yarn production 
 
Swisslastic AG, based in St.Gallen, is planning to close its covered yarn production in 
Wald, Zurich. The division has been in deficit for several years and the operational 
measures implemented in the previous year were unsuccessful in changing this 
situation. The planned gradual closure in 2020 will result in 33 job losses. 
 
"Over the past few years and months, we have tried hard to maintain the production of 
covered elastic yarns in Wald", emphasizes Danilo Pieri, Managing Director of Swisslastic 
AG, which now employs around 80 people: "For quite some time now, the other divisions, 
namely compression hosiery and pressure measuring devices, have had to compensate for 
losses in our yarn production. Since the reduction of the night shift at the beginning of 2019 
has not brought any improvement, we had to consider closing down the yarn production". 
Swisslastic AG regrets the planned job cuts and would like to thank the employees for their 
great commitment over many years. 
 
As of today, the consultation procedure required by law with the corresponding participation 
rights of employees begins: Workers may make suggestions on how to avoid dismissals, limit 
the number of such dismissals or mitigate their consequences. If no solution is found, job 
cuts are inevitable. It affects 33 jobs in the yarn production and the related administrative and 
logistical areas. 
 
Significant deterioration in market situation 
 
Swisslastic's yarn production manufactured its covered yarns mainly for third-party 
companies and only to a small extent for its own business. The market situation has 
deteriorated considerably following the repeal of the Swiss franc minimum exchange rate 
against the euro by the Swiss National Bank in January 2015. Specifically, profitability has 
fallen and there have been further losses in sales every year. In 2017 and 2018, the 
company had to announce short-time working several times, and by 2019, there were 
already 8 job cuts, including the discontinuation of the night shift. Nevertheless, the yarn 
division will still generate a loss in the 2019 financial year. None of the scenarios calculated 
for 2020 would have ensured a sustainable continuation of yarn production. 
 
Compression hosiery and pressure measuring devices to remain 
 
The divisions of compression hosiery and pressure measuring devices, in which Swisslastic 
AG has over 50 years of experience and is active on the world market, are not affected by 
the cutback. The company will continue to run these divisions, which have operated 
successfully in recent years, at its current locations in St.Gallen and Wald with around 45 
employees. Since 1 January 2018, the brand VENOSAN and the company Swisslastic AG 
St. Gallen belong to the international medical device manufacturer Lohmann & Rauscher 
(L&R).  
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